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1 Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks are composed of mobile devices with limited power resources. Within such
networks, stations may use omnidirectional antennas for communicating, such that, if a station
u sends a message to a station v then, all nodes located around u, its neighbors, can potentially
also receive that message. When dealing with energy-saving problems, this property is often called
the wireless multicast advantage. For stations located far away from the sender, some intermediate
nodes, relaying the messages, are needed. Such long-distance communications are said multi-hops,
and direct neighbors of a stations are called its 1-hop neighbors. In this paper we are interested
in the minimization of energy needed for broadcasting information in a wireless mobile ad-hoc
network. When dealing with green computing in wireless ad hoc networks, there exist at least two
ways of saving energy: acting on the activity periods of the devices, a.k.a. power mode control, or
transmission power control. We focus on the latter. In that context, one important hypothesis is
that the power consumption of a station is function of the transmission power which is directly
related to the transmission radius (or range) of the station. Thus, performing energy-efficient collec-
tive communications like one-to-all (broadcast) or one-to-many (multicast), is a trade-off between
long-distance high energy communications reaching many nodes, and short-distance low energy
communications reaching less nodes. The problems associated to this trade-off are known as the
minimum energy broadcast/multicast problems MEB/MEM, also called MPB/MPM (minimum
power broadcast/multicast). This problem has been proved to be NP-complete [3], hence, exist-
ing works consider either exact methods [4, 10] or heuristics.Since 2000, MEB/MEM have been
extensively studied. Wieselthier, Nguyen and Ephremides have first proposed a heuristic named
Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) for this problem [1]. This iterative greedy algorithm starts
from the source node and add to the tree at least one new node at each step. During one step, the
algorithm determines the minimum additional power cost to reach at least one new node taking
into consideration all the nodes currently belonging to the tree. When the tree is built, another al-
gorithm is applied (called sweep operation) to remove unnecessary transmissions in order to reduce
the total energy consumption. A performance evaluation of this algorithm was presented in [2].
Since then, many works have been devoted to that problem, investigating classical metaheuristic
resolution methods like ant colony optimization [5], simulated annealing [6], etc.3, however none
of them takes into account the mobility of the stations. To our knowledge, the only works dealing
with MEB/MEM with mobility are those of Guo and Yang [8] and the one of Wu et al. [7]. The
problem considered in [7] is not exactly MEM, but they propose a model for dealing with mobility.
Their graph-model called time-lined graph is a time-oriented layered-graph in which each layer
corresponds to the state of the connection graph at a given time step. Due to causality, layers are
time-ordered. We propose to consider another model for taking mobility into account: the evolving
graph model [12].

2 Minimum-Energy Broadcast problem with Mobility

An evolving graph is a structure compiling the whole dynamics of a network by labelling vertices
and edges by dates corresponding to periods of presence of such elements in the network. Alterna-
tively, an evolving graph may be defined as ”an indexed sequence of subgraphs of a given graph,
where the subgraph at a given index point corresponds to the network connectivity at the time
interval indicated by the index number” [11]. This model is not directly usable for our problem

3 see [9] for a survey for the period 2000-2007
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since the presence of edges directly depends on the nodes’ positions and on the transmission radius
of the nodes which are part of the problem description. In [11] the authors consider a dynamic
network in which nodes and edges can go to sleep and wake-up according to a fixed time sched-
ule. In that configuration, power mode control and no mobility, the determination of a minimum
spanning tree is an NP-Hard problem. The problem we are interested in is the minimization of
energy for broadcasting when a fixed set of n stations move around in a square area. In the static
context, we consider a set of n wireless-enable stations equipped with omnidirectional antennas
located in a square area. All the stations are identical. We neglect the energy used for processing
and for signal reception, only the transmission is counted. The transmission power is limited to a
maximum value pmax. The signal received by a station t from a source s is equal to ps

dα
s,t

, where

ds;t is the euclidian distance between s and t, ps is the transmission power of s and α (2 ≤ α ≤ 4)
is a signal weakening factor. Without loss of generality, the signal is considered received by t if and
only if ps

dα
s,t

≥ 1, thus, ps ≥ dα
s,t. Let us denote S the set of nodes and P = {pi | i ∈ S} the set

of transmission power of the nodes. If dij denotes the distance between node i and node j, then:
P is a solution to the problem if and only if ∀i ∈ S,∃j ∈ S, such that pj ≥ dα

i,j . The goal of the
optimization problem is to determine the best solution P such that

∑
i∈S

pi is minimum.
For the formulation of the dynamic version of the problem, we consider evolving graphs with

edges labelled with couples (time instant,distance). We assume that the broadcast can be achieved
during one time instant corresponding to a subgraph of the evolving graph, as soon as this subgraph
is connected. But the broadcast can also be achieved during a longer time interval and nodes may
transmit information several times (at most one per time instant), and at different transmission
power. We propose several heuristics for computing solutions. In the first one, only the source is
able to transmit information. The second one is an improved version of the broadcast incremental
power method [1] based on the construction of a multicast tree from the set of multicast trees built
at each time instant by the BIP method. Finally, the obtained trees are improved by a local search
procedure. Computions and simulations are currently under progress and results will be presented
at the conference.
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